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Test data, uncoated, September 27, 2016:
C1-C7= 100pF, C8= 10pF.  
Rev 15A installed = added R15=49.9K from U1-6 to V-
R1= 1G (100M, 10 pcs), R2= 1G, Probe gain = 1:1
Measured gain after calibration is 1.064 with R6= 34.8K (gain must be greater than 1.025).

Conformal coating material is not yet applied.  Epoxy will not be used this time but alternate
materials have not yet been researched.  Two candidates are (a) Minwax clear gloss polyurethane
finish in a ½ pint can, and (b) Rust-oleum Painter's Touch 2x Ultra Cover Gloss Clear spray.  First
test will be of the Minwax product.  Board will be dipped, excess blown off with air, then dried.

Test data, Minwax single coat, September 28, 2016:

On Sept 27, the Minwax can was opened, and the contents were stirred for 60 seconds.  A single
coating of Minwax clear gloss polyurethane was applied by dipping, then it was sprayed with air to
remove most of the wet polyurethane.  Then it air-dryed for 3 hours, then it was placed in a 170
degree oven which was immediately turned off, and after 2 hours the temperature went down to
below 100 degrees.  Inspection on Sept 28 showed the coating was more uniform than expected
but with a few very thin spots.  A “paint” smell was also noted, indicating that all curing is not
complete at this time.

Tests showed no detectable change in probe performance.  Probe output voltage measured
+5.114 with input voltage of +4.807, for a gain of 1.064, unchanged from the tests of the
uncoated board.  With the probe disconnected (input floating), probe output was 0 volts +/- 1mV,
same as during tests of the uncoated board.

Readings of probe operating current were also taken, with probe input connected to +4.807V test
voltage.  Negative supply voltage measured -6.408V with current of 1.71mA.  Positive supply
voltage measured +6.410V with current of 1.71mA.  This measurement is of operating current
with both pilot lights operating.  Battery life with AA cell power supply should be about 500 hours.

After these tests the board was wiped down with isopropyl alcohol.  The Minwax can was opened,
and the contents were stirred for 60 seconds.  Then a second coat of Minwax clear gloss
polyurethane was applied by dipping, followed up by gentle air spray.  Coverage appears to be
very good all around.  This will air dry for 18 hours, to be followed by oven drying in a 170 degree
oven turned off, as described above for the first coat.

Test data, Minwax second coat, September 29-30, 2016:
Inspection showed good coverage, only one spot where coating was a little bit thin but not a
reason to re-coat or touch up.  Ran a second cycle of oven drying, then tested.  

Tests showed no detectable change in probe performance.  Probe output voltage measured
+5.113 with input voltage of +4.808, for a gain of 1.0634, unchanged from the tests of the
uncoated board.  With the probe disconnected (input floating), probe output was 0 volts +/- 1mV,
same as during tests of the uncoated board.

Ran 7 more cycles of oven drying.  A cycle was: place board in 170F oven, turn off oven, wait 1
hour, remove from oven, restart oven.  Test result: gain=1.0634, offset = 0mV.

General Notes:
Probe case deforms slightly at drying oven operating temperature (170F) but not a show-stopper.
Should not put probe case or any of its plastic parts in oven.


